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GOP nominee has also attacked the media and bragged about his chance of winning in the key swing state. Donald Trump will get to deliver his acceptance speech at the Republican National Convention in Cleveland next week. He’ll be able to boast that he’s the only candidate in the race to have delivered two successful major party presidential nomination acceptance speeches. Still, the media have
their work cut out for them to try and spin Trump’s speech as a failure, if Trump actually gives a speech. The GOP nominee has also attacked the media and bragged about his chance of winning in the key swing state. GOP nominee Donald Trump does not understand the politics of the media or the presidency, but he understands what they really want. Trump understands what the elite liberal media
really wants to hear: that his campaign is so exciting, is so popular, is so strong that it shouldn’t be allowed to end. The real success of the media is to give political junkies something to talk about. The longer Trump remains in this race, the more he gains the respect of the real voters, the ones who aren’t glued to cable news 24/7. Even if Trump scores a victory in Cleveland, despite all the noise and the
expectations of the media and the establishment, the next four months would be a long slog. And Trump knows it. Trump told my colleague, Rona Reid, in a f678ea9f9e
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